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Hystories
In a series of interviews this book explores the formative experiences of a
generation of critical theorists whose work originated in the midst of what has been
called 'the postmodern turn,' including discussions of their views on the evolution
of critical theory over the past 30 years and their assessment of contemporary
politics.

Orientalism and Conspiracy
This collection of state-of-the-art essays explores conspiracy cultures in postsocialist Eastern Europe, ranging from the nineteenth century to contemporary
manifestations. Conspiracy theories about Freemasons, Communists and Jews,
about the Chernobyl disaster, and about George Soros and the globalist elite have
been particularly influential in Eastern Europe, but they have also been among the
most prominent worldwide. This volume explores such conspiracy theories in the
context of local Eastern European histories and discourses. The chapters identify
four major factors that have influenced cultures of conspiracy in Eastern Europe:
nationalism (including ethnocentrism and antisemitism), the socialist past, the
transition period, and globalization. The research focuses on the impact of imperial
legacies, nation-building, and the Cold War in the creation of conspiracy theories in
Eastern Europe; the effects of the fall of the Iron Curtain and conspiracism in a new
democratic setting; and manifestations of viral conspiracy theories in
contemporary Eastern Europe and their worldwide circulation with the global rise
of populism. Bringing together a diverse landscape of Eastern European
conspiracism that is a result of repeated exchange with the "West," the book
includes case studies that examine the history, legacy, and impact of conspiracy
cultures of Bulgaria, Estonia, Hungary, Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia,
Ukraine, the former Yugoslav countries, and the former Soviet Union. The book will
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appeal to scholars and students of conspiracy theories, as well as those in the
areas of political science, area studies, media studies, cultural studies, psychology,
philosophy, and history, among others. Politicians, educators, and journalists will
find this book a useful resource in countering disinformation in and about the
region.

Transparency and Conspiracy
"A solid sketch of a difficult and intriguing topic without indulging in
sensationalism" (Kirkus Reviews, August 15, 1997). Was AIDS intentionally inflicted
upon blacks by whites? Was JFK assassinated as part of an intricate conspiracy?
Pipes traces conspiracy theories through history to show that
"Conspiracism"—genuine and virulent belief in a conspiracy—dates back to the
First Crusade and reached a peak in the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, with the
focus shifting from the Jews, groups such as Freemasons and the Rosicrucians, and
back again. —DanielPipes.org

Republic of Lies
Lines of the Nation radically recasts the history of the Indian railways, which have
long been regarded as vectors of modernity and economic prosperity. From the
design of carriages to the architecture of stations, employment hierarchies, and
the construction of employee housing, Laura Bear explores the new public spaces
and social relationships created by the railway bureaucracy. She then traces their
influence on the formation of contemporary Indian nationalism, personal
sentiments, and popular memory. Her probing study challenges entrenched beliefs
concerning the institutions of modernity and capitalism by showing that these
rework older idioms of social distinction and are legitimized by forms of intimate,
affective politics. Drawing on historical and ethnographic research in the company
town at Kharagpur and at the Eastern Railway headquarters in Kolkata (Calcutta),
Bear focuses on how political and domestic practices among workers became
entangled with the moralities and archival technologies of the railway bureaucracy
and illuminates the impact of this history today. The bureaucracy has played a
pivotal role in the creation of idioms of family history, kinship, and ethics, and its
special categorization of Anglo-Indian workers still resonates. Anglo-Indians were
formed as a separate railway caste by Raj-era racial employment and housing
policies, and other railway workers continue to see them as remnants of the
colonial past and as a polluting influence. The experiences of Anglo-Indians, who
are at the core of the ethnography, reveal the consequences of attempts to make
political communities legitimate in family lines and sentiments. Their situation also
compels us to rethink the importance of documentary practices and nationalism to
all family histories and senses of relatedness. This interdisciplinary anthropological
history throws new light not only on the imperial and national past of South Asia
but also on the moral life of present technologies and economic institutions.

Contesting the Nation
Conspiracies theories are some of the most striking features in the American
political landscape: the Kennedy assassination, aliens at Roswell, subversion by
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Masons, Jews, Catholics, or communists, and modern movements like Birtherism
and Trutherism. But what do we really know about conspiracy theories? Do they
share general causes? Are they becoming more common? More dangerous? Who is
targeted and why? Who are the conspiracy theorists? How has technology affected
conspiracy theorising? This book offers the first century-long view of these issues.

Routledge Handbook of Conspiracy Theories
Showalter takes on the history of mass cultural hysteria, from witch hunts to
mesmerism, and discusses today's versions--ranging from chronic fatigue or Gulf
War Syndrome to recovered memories--and the attendant publicity.

The United Nations Conspiracy to Destroy America
A history of America's demons 1693: Cotton Mather suggests that the spirits
attacking Salem are allied with the colony's human enemies. At their "Cheef Witchmeetings," he writes, "there has been present some French canadians, and some
Indian Sagamores, to concert the methods of ruining New England." 1835: A
gunman tries to kill Andrew Jackson. The president accuses a senator of plotting
the assassination. Jackson's critics counter that the shooting was arranged by the
president himself to gain public support. 1868: An article in the New-York Tribune
declares that the Democrats have engineered malaria outbreaks in the nation's
capital, pumping "the air, and the water, and the whisky of Washington full of
poison." 1967: President Lyndon Johnson asks his cabinet if the Communists are
behind the country's urban riots. The attorney general tells him that the evidence
isn't there, but Johnson isn't convinced. Conspiracy theories aren't just a feature of
the fringe. They've been a potent force across the political spectrum, at the center
as well as the extremes, from the colonial era to the present. In The United States
of Paranoia, Jesse Walker explores this rich history, arguing that conspiracy stories
should be read not just as claims to be either believed or debunked but also as
folklore. When a tale takes hold, it reveals something true about the anxieties and
experiences of those who believe and repeat it, even if the story says nothing true
about the objects of the theory itself. In a story that stretches from the
seventeenth century to today, Walker lays out five conspiracy narratives that recur
in American politics and popular culture. With intensive research and a deadpan
sense of humor, The United States of Paranoia combines the rigor of real history
with the punch of pulp fiction.

A Lot of People Are Saying
Why are Americans today so fascinated by the X-Files? How did rumors emerge
about the origins of the AIDS virus as a weapon of biowarfare? Why does the
Kennedy assassination provoke heated debate nearly forty years after the fact,
and what do we make of Hillary Clinton's accusation of a "vast right-wing
conspiracy" against her husband? The origins of these ideas reveal important
facets of American culture and politics. Placing conspiracy thinking at the center of
American history, and challenging the knee-jerk dismissal of conspiratorial thought
as deluded and sometimes dangerous, Conspiracy Nation provides a wide-ranging
survey of conspiracy theories in contemporary America. In the 19th century,
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inflammatory rhetoric about slave revolts, the well-publicized specter of the black
rapist, and the formation of the Ku Klux Klan all worked as conspiracy theories to
legitimate an emerging sense of national consciousness based on an ideology of
white supremacy. Today, panicked responses to increasing multiculturalism and
globalization yield new notions of victimhood and new theories about conspiratorial
plans for global domination. Offering up a provocative array of examples, ranging
from alien abduction to the novels of DeLillo and Pynchon to Tupac Shakur's
"paranoid style," Conspiracy Nation documents and unearths the workings of
conspiracy in the contemporary moment. Their conclusions, sometimes startling
and always compelling, have much to say about the nature of identity and anxiety,
imagination and politics, and the state of the American psyche today. Contributors:
Clare Birchall, Jack Bratich, Bridget Brown, Jodi Dean, Ingrid Walker Fields, Douglas
Kellner, Peter Knight, Fran Mason, John A. McClure, Timothy Melley, Eithne Quinn,
and Skip Willman.

American Conspiracy Theories
This timely reissue of Richard Hofstadter's classic work on the fringe groups that
influence American electoral politics offers an invaluable perspective on
contemporary domestic affairs.In The Paranoid Style in American Politics,
acclaimed historian Richard Hofstadter examines the competing forces in American
political discourse and how fringe groups can influence — and derail — the larger
agendas of a political party. He investigates the politics of the irrational, shedding
light on how the behavior of individuals can seem out of proportion with actual
political issues, and how such behavior impacts larger groups. With such other
classic essays as “Free Silver and the Mind of 'Coin' Harvey” and “What Happened
to the Antitrust Movement?, ” The Paranoid Style in American Politics remains both
a seminal text of political history and a vital analysis of the ways in which political
groups function in the United States. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Paranoid Style in American Politics
Unravelling the genealogies and permutations of conspiracist worldviews, this work
shows how this web of urban legends has spread among sub-cultures on the
Internet and through mass media, and how this phenomenon relates to larger
changes in American culture.

The United Nations Conspiracy
The relationship between Islam and the West has frequently been subject to
misunderstanding and mistrust and recent events in the international arena have
only deepened this perceived divide, culturally and politically. The West often
views the Islamic world - and the Islamic world the West - through a prism of
mutual suspicion. In such conditions conspiracy, theories can flourish on both sides
of the cultural fence, but these highly complex and important global phenomena
have been the subject of surprisingly little investigation. "Orientalism and
Conspiracy" explores fully for the first time the relationship between the
sometimes controversial concept of Orientalism, as developed by Edward Said, and
contemporary conspiracy theories, and includes Robert Irwin's fascinating survey
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of the role of secret societies in orientalist mythology. The authors offer a
comprehensive and ground-breaking study of the conspiracy theory and Islam. It is
essential reading for those seeking to understand historical and contemporary
relationships between the East and West as well as the enduring and controversial
legacy of the concept of Orientalism.

They Know Us Better Than We Know Ourselves
A riveting tour through the landscape and meaning of modern conspiracy theories,
exploring the causes and tenacity of this American malady, from Birthers to
Pizzagate and beyond. American society has always been fertile ground for
conspiracy theories, but with the election of Donald Trump, previously outlandish
ideas suddenly attained legitimacy. Trump himself is a conspiracy enthusiast: from
his claim that global warming is a Chinese hoax to the accusations of “fake news,”
he has fanned the flames of suspicion. But it was not by the power of one man
alone that these ideas gained new power. Republic of Lies looks beyond the
caricatures of conspiracy theorists to explain their tenacity. Without lending the
theories validity, Anna Merlan gives a nuanced, sympathetic account of the people
behind them, across the political spectrum, and the circumstances that helped
them take hold. The lack of a social safety net, inadequate education, bitter culture
wars, and years of economic insecurity have created large groups of people who
feel forgotten by their government and even besieged by it. Our contemporary
conditions are a perfect petri dish for conspiracy movements: a durable,
permanent, elastic climate of alienation and resentment. All the while, an army of
politicians and conspiracy-peddlers has fanned the flames of suspicion to serve
their own ends. Bringing together penetrating historical analysis and gripping onthe-ground reporting, Republic of Lies transforms our understanding of American
paranoia.

Conspiracy Theories and Other Dangerous Ideas
How the new conspiracists are undermining democracy—and what can be done
about it Conspiracy theories are as old as politics. But conspiracists today have
introduced something new—conspiracy without theory. And the new conspiracism
has moved from the fringes to the heart of government with the election of Donald
Trump. In A Lot of People Are Saying, Russell Muirhead and Nancy Rosenblum
show how the new conspiracism differs from classic conspiracy theory, how it
undermines democracy, and what needs to be done to resist it.

Conspiracy Theories in Turkey
In The Conspiracy of Modern Art the Brazilian critic and art-historian Luiz Renato
Martins draws on Marxist theory to invite us to see familiar pictures anew.

Conspiracy Theories in the Arab World
Since its emergence in the 1960s, belief in alien abduction has saturated popular
culture, with the ubiquitous image of the almond-eyed alien appearing on
everything from bumper stickers to bars of soap. Drawing on interviews with
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alleged abductees from the New York area, Bridget Brown suggests a new way for
people to think about the alien phenomenon, one that is concerned not with
establishing whether aliens actually exist, but with understanding what belief in
aliens in America may tell us about our changing understanding of ourselves and
our place in the world. They Know Us Better Than We Know Ourselves looks at how
the belief in abduction by extraterrestrials is constituted by and through popular
discourse and the images provided by print, film, and television. Brown contends
that the abduction phenomenon is symptomatic of a period during which people
have come to feel increasingly divested of the ability to know what is real or true
about themselves and the world in which they live. The alien abduction
phenomenon helps us think about how people who feel left out create their own
stories and fashion truths that square with their own experience of the world.

Tupac Shakur
Eighteen year old Pierre Ruell has worked in the textile mills of Glen River,
Vermont, for the past four years. It is 1898, and when he becomes aware that
unless he leaves Glen River soon, his life will be spent in a cocoon of rattling looms
for all time. Leaving there one day, his travels take him to the New York waterfront
where he spends the next fifteen years in the prestigious position of General Dock
Foreman. Unusual circumstances eventually bring him and his family to the small
Massachusetts town of Northcross, and to his lifelong position there as head
caretaker at the Sibley mansion. Emery Sibley owns the town, its five textile mills,
its gigantic factory, and, to some extent, its people. Pierre's ten year old grandson,
Davy Ruell, enters the story in 1943, in the midst of World War II Davy's young life
revolves around the parish school, the church and convent where he serves as an
altar boy, and his newspaper route, all of which tend to create for him a daily
encounter with Father Blame, his vicious dog, as well as with the gloomy shadows
surrounding Emery Sibley's eerie mansion. If it wasn't for Pamela Sibley.

Conspiracy
Asserts that the Founders' hard-nosed realism about the likelihood of elite political
misconduct—articulated in the Declaration of Independence—has been replaced by
today's blanket condemnation of conspiracy beliefs as ludicrous by definition.

The Fear of Conspiracy
Conspiracy Nation
Through a series of specific questions that cut to the core of conspiracism as a
global social and cultural phenomenon this book deconstructs the logic and
rhetoric of conspiracy theories and analyses the broader social and psychological
factors that contribute to their persistence in modern society.

The AIDS Conspiracy
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A Culture of Conspiracy
Conspiracy theories are a popular topic of conversation in everyday life but are
often frowned upon in academic discussions. Looking at the recent spate of
philosophical interest in conspiracy theories, The Philosophy of Conspiracy Theories
looks at whether the assumption that belief in conspiracy theories is typically
irrational is well founded

Fake News Nation
The first comprehensive history of conspiracies and conspiracy theories in the
United States. * Over 300 A-Z entries on various events, ideas, and persons, as
well as crucial supporting and refuting evidence, and competing explanations for
the origins, history, and popularity of this mode of political thought * Primary
documents from organizations promoting conspiracy theories * Contributions from
over 100 international scholars with a full range of historical expertise * Separate
section containing about 100 illustrative extracts covering the full range of
American history, each with a brief headnote placing it in context

Conspiracy Theories in Eastern Europe
The Fear of Conspiracy brings together 85 speeches, documents, and writings that
illustrate the role played in American history by the fear of conspiracy and
subversion.

Conspiracy Culture
Explores the life and career of Tupac Shakur, including his childhood, education,
success as a rap musician, and death by shooting.

The Scorpion and the Frog: a Natural Conspiracy
Why are Americans today so fascinated by the X-Files? How did rumors emerge
about the origins of the AIDS virus as a weapon of biowarfare? Why does the
Kennedy assassination provoke heated debate nearly forty years after the fact,
and what do we make of Hillary Clinton's accusation of a "vast right-wing
conspiracy" against her husband? The origins of these ideas reveal important
facets of American culture and politics. Placing conspiracy thinking at the center of
American history, and challenging the knee-jerk dismissal of conspiratorial thought
as deluded and sometimes dangerous, Conspiracy Nation provides a wide-ranging
survey of conspiracy theories in contemporary America. In the 19th century,
inflammatory rhetoric about slave revolts, the well-publicized specter of the black
rapist, and the formation of the Ku Klux Klan all worked as conspiracy theories to
legitimate an emerging sense of national consciousness based on an ideology of
white supremacy. Today, panicked responses to increasing multiculturalism and
globalization yield new notions of victimhood and new theories about conspiratorial
plans for global domination. Offering up a provocative array of examples, ranging
from alien abduction to the novels of DeLillo and Pynchon to Tupac Shakur's
"paranoid style," Conspiracy Nation documents and unearths the workings of
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conspiracy in the contemporary moment. Their conclusions, sometimes startling
and always compelling, have much to say about the nature of identity and anxiety,
imagination and politics, and the state of the American psyche today. Contributors:
Clare Birchall, Jack Bratich, Bridget Brown, Jodi Dean, Ingrid Walker Fields, Douglas
Kellner, Peter Knight, Fran Mason, John A. McClure, Timothy Melley, Eithne Quinn,
and Skip Willman.

The Conspiracy of Modern Art
To deny that conspiracies exist is to deny history. While there are several chapters
on traditional conspirators, from the Masons through the Bilderbergers, the book
unveils the ideas that have unified conspiracies into a coherent rendition of evil.
This book is an intellectual history of the City of God versus the City of Man, in the
ultimate culture war. It does not take a cadre of men in some secret room to effect
a unified conspiracy. Like the scorpion in the fable, their ideas become second
nature to liberals, socialists, or communists and they act in accordance with their
nature.

The Philosophy of Conspiracy Theories
The Nation
Transparency has, in recent years, become a watchword for good governance.
Policymakers and analysts alike evaluate political and economic
institutions—courts, corporations, nation-states—according to the transparency of
their operating procedures. With the dawn of the New World Order and the “mutual
veil dropping” of the post–Cold War era, many have asserted that power in our
contemporary world is more transparent than ever. Yet from the perspective of the
relatively less privileged, the operation of power often appears opaque and
unpredictable. Through vivid ethnographic analyses, Transparency and Conspiracy
examines a vast range of expressions of the popular suspicion of power—including
forms of shamanism, sorcery, conspiracy theory, and urban legends—illuminating
them as ways of making sense of the world in the midst of tumultuous and uneven
processes of modernization. In this collection leading anthropologists reveal the
variations and commonalities in conspiratorial thinking or occult cosmologies
around the globe—in Korea, Tanzania, Mozambique, New York City, Indonesia,
Mongolia, Nigeria, and Orange County, California. The contributors chronicle how
people express profound suspicions of the United Nations, the state, political
parties, police, courts, international financial institutions, banks, traders and
shopkeepers, media, churches, intellectuals, and the wealthy. Rather than focusing
on the veracity of these convictions, Transparency and Conspiracy investigates
who believes what and why. It makes a compelling argument against the dismissal
of conspiracy theories and occult cosmologies as antimodern, irrational
oversimplifications, showing how these beliefs render the world more complex by
calling attention to its contradictions and proposing alternative ways of
understanding it. Contributors. Misty Bastian, Karen McCarthy Brown, Jean
Comaroff, John Comaroff, Susan Harding, Daniel Hellinger, Caroline Humphrey,
Laurel Kendall, Todd Sanders, Albert Schrauwers, Kathleen Stewart, Harry G. West
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North American Critical Theory After Postmodernism
Conspiracy theories are everywhere in post-war American culture. From
postmodern novels to The X-Files and from gangsta rap to feminist polemic, there
is a widespread suspicion that sinister forces are conspiring to take control of our
national destiny, our minds, and even our bodies. Conspiracy explanations can no
longer be dismissed as the paranoid delusions of far-right crackpots. Indeed, they
have become a necessary response to a risky and increasingly globalized world, in
which everything is connected but nothing adds up. Peter Knight provides an
engaging and cogent analysis of the development of conspiracy culture, from
1960s' countercultural suspicions about the authorities to the 1990s, where a
paranoid attitude is both routine and ironic. Conspiracy Culture analyses
conspiracy narratives about familiar topics like the Kennedy assassination, alien
abduction, body horror, AIDS, crack cocaine, the New World Order, as well as more
unusual ones like the conspiracies of patriarchy and white supremacy. Conspiracy
Culture shows how Americans have come to distrust not only the narratives of the
authorities, but even the authority of narrative itself to explain What Is Really
Going On. From the complexities of Thomas Pynchon's novels to the endless
mysteries of The X-Files, Knight argues that contemporary conspiracy culture is
marked by an infinite regress of suspicion. Trust no one, because we have met the
enemy and it is us.

Political Conspiracies in America
The most controversial essays from the bestselling author once called the most
dangerous man in America-collected for the first time. The nation's most-cited
legal scholar who for decades has been at the forefront of applied behavioral
economics, and the bestselling author of Nudge and Simpler, Cass Sunstein is one
of the world's most innovative thinkers in the academy and the world of practical
politics. In the years leading up to his confirmation as the administrator of the
White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), Sunstein
published hundreds of articles on everything from same-sex marriage to costbenefit analysis. Conspiracy Theories and Other Dangerous Ideas is a collection of
his most famous, insightful, relevant, and inflammatory pieces. The essays here
deal with the most controversial issues of our time: climate change, animal rights,
religious liberty, the nature of happiness, public fear, and the future of
progressivism. Cutting through the fog of familiar left vs. right arguments, Sunstein
offers surprising solutions to seemingly intractable problems. Book jacket.

The Lincoln Conspiracy
Fake News Nation tells the story of how false information has flooded American
public life for over 230 years. The authors show how lies, misrepresentations, and
rumors have drawn America into wars, covered up assassinations, influenced
national elections, and impacted contentious policy issues such as the effects of
smoking and climate change.

The United States of Paranoia
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Since the early days of the AIDS epidemic, many bizarre and dangerous
hypotheses have been advanced to explain the origins of the disease. In this
compelling book, Nicoli Nattrass explores the social and political factors prolonging
the erroneous belief that the American government manufactured the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) to be used as a biological weapon, as well as the
myth's consequences for behavior, especially within African American and black
South African communities. Contemporary AIDS denialism, the belief that HIV is
harmless and that antiretroviral drugs are the true cause of AIDS, is a more
insidious AIDS conspiracy theory. Advocates of this position make a "conspiratorial
move" against HIV science by implying its methods cannot be trusted and that
untested, alternative therapies are safer than antiretrovirals. These claims are
genuinely life-threatening, as tragically demonstrated in South Africa when the
delay of antiretroviral treatment resulted in nearly 333,000 AIDS deaths and
180,000 HIV infections—a tragedy of stunning proportions. Nattrass identifies four
symbolically powerful figures ensuring the lifespan of AIDS denialism: the hero
scientist (dissident scientists who lend credibility to the movement); the
cultropreneur (alternative therapists who exploit the conspiratorial move as a
marketing mechanism); the living icon (individuals who claim to be living proof of
AIDS denialism's legitimacy); and the praise-singer (journalists who broadcast
movement messages to the public). Nattrass also describes how pro-science
activists have fought back by deploying empirical evidence and political credibility
to resist AIDS conspiracy theories, which is part of the crucial project to defend
evidence-based medicine.

Christian Nation
A two-time Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist’s investigation of the "deep state."
Three-quarters of Americans believe that a group of unelected government and
military officials secretly manipulate or direct national policy in the United States.
President Trump blames the "deep state" for his impeachment. But what is the
American "deep state" and does it really exist? To conservatives, the “deep state”
is an ever-growing government bureaucracy, an "administrative state" that
relentlessly encroaches on the individual rights of Americans. Liberals fear the
"military-industrial complex"—a cabal of generals and defense contractors who
they believe routinely push the country into endless wars. Every modern American
president—from Carter to Trump—has engaged in power struggles with Congress,
the CIA, and the FBI. Every CIA and FBI director has suspected White House aides
of members of Congress of leaking secrets for political gain. Frustrated Americans
increasingly distrust the politicians, unelected officials, and journalists who they
believe unilaterally set the country’s political agenda. American democracy faces
its biggest crisis of legitimacy in a half century. This sweeping exploration
examines the CIA and FBI scandals of the past fifty years—from the Church
Committee’s exposure of Cold War abuses, to Abscam, to false intelligence about
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction, to NSA mass surveillance revealed by Edward
Snowden. It then investigates the claims and counterclaims of the Trump era, and
the relentless spread of conspiracy theories online and on-air. While Trump says he
is the victim of the "deep state," Democrats accuse the president and his allies of
running a de facto "deep state" of their own that operates outside official
government channels and smears rivals, both real and perceived. The feverish
debate over the "deep state" raises core questions about the future of American
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democracy. Is it possible for career government officials to be politically neutral?
Was Congress’s impeachment of Donald Trump conducted properly? How vast
should the power of a president be? Based on dozens of interviews with career CIA
operatives and FBI agents, In Deep answers whether the FBI, CIA, or politicians are
protecting or abusing the public’s trust.

Conspiracy Nation
Conspiracy theories are no longer just a curiosity for afficionados but a politically
salient theme in the age of Trump, Brexit and "fake news". One of the countries
that has been entrapped in conspiratorial visions is Turkey, and this book is the
first comprehensive survey in English of the Turkish conspiratorial mind-set. It
provides a nuanced overview of the discourses of Turkish conspiracy theorists and
examines how these theorists argue for and legitimize their worldview. The author
discusses a broad range of conspiracy theories, including some influenced by
Kemalist and Islamist perspectives as well as those of the ruling Justice and
Development Party. The most influential authors, books, references and images
within the conspiracist milieu are all examined in detail. This book will be an
important source for scholars interested in extremism in Turkey and the societal
and political impact of conspiracy theories.

Conspiracy Theories in American History
The bestselling authors of The First Conspiracy, which covers the secret plot
against George Washington, now turn their attention to a little-known, but true
story about a failed assassination attempt on President Lincoln Everyone knows
the story of Abraham Lincoln’s assassination in 1865, but few are aware of the
original conspiracy to kill him four years earlier in 1861, literally on his way to
Washington, D.C., for his first inauguration. The conspirators were part of a proSouthern secret society that didn’t want an antislavery President in the White
House. They planned an elaborate scheme to assassinate the brand new President
in Baltimore as Lincoln’s inauguration train passed through en route to the Capitol.
The plot was investigated by famed detective Allan Pinkerton, who infiltrated the
group with undercover agents, including one of the first female private detectives
in America. Had the assassination succeeded, there would have been no Lincoln
Presidency, and the course of the Civil War and American history would have
forever been altered.

Lines of the Nation
Enemies On American Soil The shocking agenda of an organization more
dangerous to America than any terrorist group. Inspired by FDR, funded by the
USA, and safely sheltered on America's hallowed soil, the United Nations was
conceived as a neutral, global peacekeeping body. Yet, from almost the day of its
genesis, the UN betrayed the nation that empowers and protects it, allowing antiAmerican thieves and tyrants to corrupt its mandate and its operations. In this
breathtaking exposé, Michael Benson connects far-flung facets of UN history and
policy to illustrate a startling point: America is not only harboring its own worst
enemy, it is also financing it with taxpayer dollars, bankrolling its own downfall.
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Among the revelations in this often terrifying book, Benson shows: • How the
United Nations is developing its own One World Army, in order to enforce their will
on a global scale. • How a State Department study specifically proposed giving the
UN taxing power and, ultimately, control of the world. • How the United Nations
called for a new global reserve currency to end dollar supremacy which has
"allowed" the United States the "privilege" of building a huge trade deficit. • How
the UN condemns Israel and empowers Hamas and other terrorist groups--the UN's
gift to the free world. • How the UN embraces America-hating dictators like
Venezuela's Hugo Chavez, Iran's Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, and Libya's Moammar
Gadhafi while condemning America's allies. Informed by the historical record and
the commentary of America's best conservative thinkers, this book paints a stark
portrait of this treacherous cabal that gives "neutrality" a bad name.

Executive Conspiracy?
Conspiracy theories, while not unique to the Middle East, are a salient feature of
the political discourses of the region. Strongly reflecting and impacting on statesociety relations and indigenous impressions of the world beyond the region, they
affect how political behaviour within and among the states of the region is
situated, structured, and controlled. Discounting the common pathological
explanation for conspiracism, the author argues that a complex mix of political
factors account for most conspiracy theories in the contemporary Arab world. The
author argues that the region’s modern history, genuine conspiracies, the complex
and oftentimes strained relationship between state and society, the role of the
state and the mass media as conspiracy theorists, and the impacts of new
technologies have all helped to develop and sustain conspiracist narratives.
Drawing on a range of examples and cases, including the impacts of globalization,
economic reform, weak state legitimacy, the war in Iraq, the Arab-Israeli issue, the
rise of political Islamism, and internet and satellite television, the book illuminates
the complex sources of conspiracy theories. Providing a comprehensive overview
of this controversial topic, this book will appeal not only to students and scholars
interested in Middle East studies, political science, globalization and conspiracy
theories, but to anyone seeking an understanding of the region’s complex
economic, social, and cultural dynamics.

Conspiracy Theory in America
Conspiracy theories have been a part of the American experience since colonial
times. There is a rich literature on conspiracies involving, among others, Masons,
Catholics, Mormons, Jews, financiers, Communists, and internationalists. Although
many conspiracy theories appear irrational, an exaggerated fear of a conspiracy
sometimes proves to be well founded. This anthology provides students with
documents relating to some of the more important and interesting conspiracy
theories in American history and politics, some based on reality, many chiefly on
paranoia. It provides a fascinating look at a persistent and at times troubling
aspect of democratic society.

In Deep: The FBI, the CIA, and the Truth about America's "Deep
State"
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Animated by a sense of urgency that was heightened by the massive violence
following the destruction of the Babri mosque in Ayodhya on December 6, 1992,
Contesting the Nation explores Hindu majoritarian politics over the last century
and its dramatic reformulation during the decline of the Congress Party in the
1980s.

Conspiracy Theories
Taking a global and interdisciplinary approach, the Routledge Handbook of
Conspiracy Theories provides a comprehensive overview of conspiracy theories as
an important social, cultural and political phenomenon in contemporary life. This
handbook provides the most complete analysis of the phenomenon to date. It
analyses conspiracy theories from a variety of perspectives, using both qualitative
and quantitative methods. It maps out the key debates, and includes chapters on
the historical origins of conspiracy theories, as well as their political significance in
a broad range of countries and regions. Other chapters consider the psychology
and the sociology of conspiracy beliefs, in addition to their changing cultural forms,
functions and modes of transmission. This handbook examines where conspiracy
theories come from, who believes in them and what their consequences are. This
book presents an important resource for students and scholars from a range of
disciplines interested in the societal and political impact of conspiracy theories,
including Area Studies, Anthropology, History, Media and Cultural Studies, Political
Science, Psychology and Sociology.
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